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There has never been a goddess in all the western traditions as maligned as the Goddess Lilith.

She has been called the epitome of all that is evil in the world. She was considered wild, uninhibited,

argumentative, and sexually deviant. She has been called the temptress, the prostitute from hell,

and most popularly as the succubus that comes and not only steals the semen of men as they

sleep, but also killing them in the process. Some of these qualities might very well be true and some

not so much. One thing we know for sure is that she is a very powerful and ancient goddess. In this

book, we will discuss what we know of her from the Western traditions. I will present the information

chronologically; I will start with the earliest known accounts of Lilith to the most recent. I must warn

you, however, much of the evidence we have about Lilith is very biased but despite this, I think we

can learn much about her and put her "reputation" into the proper perspective. Although some may

consider her evil, I consider her the quintessential goddess of the left-hand path. In this book, we

will discuss the story of Lilith, and more importantly, we will learn how to tap into her fierce energy

so we, too, can walk the left hand path with her. She is not for the faint of heart.... You have been

warned. In this book, we will perform six rituals: To place a curse on your enemy. Bind someone to

do your will. (It could be for any purpose) To gain seductive powers To gain protection from Lilith

(Listen carefully) To gain courage and inner strength Sexually dedicate yourself to Lilith
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Always had the need to know more about Lilit and thanks to Baal Kadmon made it happend. I loved

every second of this book and I loved how she thought her self as an EQUAL to Adam. Loved it



loved it.I would recommend this to anyone's who has an open mind in acceptance how things

should be in this universe.

I always take Baal Kadmon's works serious. This was an informative and great read. Now it's time

to put to use the rituals and I will update just as soon as I reap the rewards of thy works!Update:

WOW.

Having worked with Lilith for years, I can say this book is not too shabby, it's a decent starter book

for working with Lilith and has some great background information on Lilith, for those who have not

bothered to research her true history, and are instead only indoctrinated in hysterical patriarchal lies

about our Mother Lilith

This was an Interesting Perspective about about a Beautiful Goddess. Highly researched and most

definitely worth reading For any practitioners of Magick or the Occult

Best article to read when you want to discover the spirit behind Lilith...love the book it's a must for

all the men that don't know much about the spirit of Lilith .
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